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PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • A “vivid and devastating” (The New York Times) portrait of an
indomitable girl—from acclaimed journalist Andrea Elliott “From its first indelible pages to its
rich and startling conclusion, Invisible Child had me, by turns, stricken, inspired, outraged,
illuminated, in tears, and hungering for reimmersion in its Dickensian depths.”—Ayad Akhtar,
author of Homeland Elegies ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York
Times • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Atlantic, The New York Times Book
Review, Time, NPR, Library Journal In Invisible Child, Pulitzer Prize winner Andrea Elliott
follows eight dramatic years in the life of Dasani, a girl whose imagination is as soaring as the
skyscrapers near her Brooklyn shelter. In this sweeping narrative, Elliott weaves the story of
Dasani’s childhood with the history of her ancestors, tracing their passage from slavery to the
Great Migration north. As Dasani comes of age, New York City’s homeless crisis has
exploded, deepening the chasm between rich and poor. She must guide her siblings through a
world riddled by hunger, violence, racism, drug addiction, and the threat of foster care. Out on
the street, Dasani becomes a fierce fighter “to protect those who I love.” When she finally
escapes city life to enroll in a boarding school, she faces an impossible question: What if
leaving poverty means abandoning your family, and yourself? A work of luminous and riveting
prose, Elliott’s Invisible Child reads like a page-turning novel. It is an astonishing story about
the power of resilience, the importance of family and the cost of inequality—told through the
crucible of one remarkable girl. Winner of the J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize • Finalist for the
Bernstein Award and the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award
The global beauty business permeates our lives, influencing how we perceive ourselves and
what it is to be beautiful. This book provides the first authoritative history of the global beauty
industry from its emergence in the 19th century to the present day, exploring how today's
global giants such as Avon, Coty, Est e Lauder, and L'Or al, grew.
The Evolution of a Girl is a collection of poetry and prose taking the reader from girl to woman;
from heartbreak and anger to transformation and rebirth. It speaks of the strength we find when
learning to accept ourselves and the unbreakable softness that comes from unyielding selflove. The Evolution of a Girl is a book for those who are hurting, for those who are healing, and
for those who are ready to try again.
In the tradition of Guns, Germs, and Steel and Sapiens, a winner of the Royal Society Prize for
Science Books shows how four tools enabled has us humans to control the destiny of our
species "A wondrous, visionary work"--Tim Flannery, scientist and author of the bestselling
The Weather Makers What enabled us to go from simple stone tools to smartphones? How did
bands of hunter-gatherers evolve into multinational empires? Readers of Sapiens will say a
cognitive revolution -- a dramatic evolutionary change that altered our brains, turning primitive
humans into modern ones -- caused a cultural explosion. In Transcendence, Gaia Vince
argues instead that modern humans are the product of a nuanced coevolution of our genes,
environment, and culture that goes back into deep time. She explains how, through four key
elements -- fire, language, beauty, and time -- our species diverged from the evolutionary path
of all other animals, unleashing a compounding process that launched us into the Space Age
and beyond. Provocative and poetic, Transcendence shows how a primate took dominion over
nature and turned itself into something marvelous.
Peak Season
The Evolution of Grace
Beyond Evolution
The Beauty of Everyday Things
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Anthony O'Hear takes a stand against the fashion for explaining
human behaviour in terms of evolution. He maintains,
controversially, that while the theory of evolution is
successful in explaining the development of the natural world in
general, it is of limited value when applied to the human world.
Because of our reflectiveness and our rationality we take on
goals and ideals which cannot be justified in terms of survivalpromotion or reproductive advantage. O'Hear examines the nature
of human self-consciousness, and argues that evolutionary theory
cannot give a satisfactory account of such distinctive facets of
human life as the quest for knowledge, moral sense, and the
appreciation of beauty; in these we transcend our biological
origins. It is our rationality that allows each of us to go
beyond not only our biological but also our cultural
inheritance: as the author says in the Preface, 'we are
prisoners neither of our genes nor of the ideas we encounter as
we each make our personal and individual way through life'.
Modern Beauty explores this shift from historical, scientific
and journalistic perspectives, in a title that will not only
appeal to industry insiders, but also to all those readers with
an interest in feeling well in their own skin - and letting the
world know.
A major new look at the evolution of mating decisions in
organisms from protozoans to humans The popular consensus on
mate choice has long been that females select mates likely to
pass good genes to offspring. In Mate Choice, Gil Rosenthal
overturns much of this conventional wisdom. Providing the first
synthesis of the topic in more than three decades, and drawing
from a wide range of fields, including animal behavior,
evolutionary biology, social psychology, neuroscience, and
economics, Rosenthal argues that "good genes" play a relatively
minor role in shaping mate choice decisions and demonstrates how
mate choice is influenced by genetic factors, environmental
effects, and social interactions. Looking at diverse organisms,
from protozoans to humans, Rosenthal explores how factors beyond
the hunt for good genes combine to produce an endless array of
preferences among species and individuals. He explains how
mating decisions originate from structural constraints on
perception and from nonsexual functions, and how single
organisms benefit or lose from their choices. Both the origin of
species and their fusion through hybridization are strongly
influenced by direct selection on preferences in sexual and
nonsexual contexts. Rosenthal broadens the traditional scope of
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mate choice research to encompass not just animal behavior and
behavioral ecology but also neurobiology, the social sciences,
and other areas. Focusing on mate choice mechanisms, rather than
the traits they target, Mate Choice offers a groundbreaking
perspective on the proximate and ultimate forces determining the
evolutionary fate of species and populations.
In this multidisciplinary study of human sexuality, an
international team of scholars looks at the influences of nature
and nurture, biology and culture, and sex and gender in the
sexual experiences of humans and other primates. Using as its
center the idea that sexual pleasure is the primary motivational
force behind human sexuality and that reproduction is simply a
byproduct of the pleasurability of sex, this book examines
sexuality at the individual, societal, and cultural levels.
Beginning with a look at the evolution of sexuality in humans
and other primates, the essays in the first section examine the
sexual ingenuity of primates, the dominant theories of sexual
behavior, the differences in male and female sexual interest and
behavior, and the role of physical attractiveness in mate
selection. The focus then shifts to biological approaches to
sexuality, especially the genetic and hormonal origins of sexual
orientation, gender, and pleasure. The essays go on to look at
the role of pleasure in different cultures. Included are essays
on love among the tribespeople of the Brazilian rain forest and
the regulation of adolescent sexuality in India. Finally,
several contributors look at the methodological issues in the
study of human sexuality, paying particular attention to the
problems with research that relies on people's memories of their
sexual experiences. The contributors are Angela Pattatucci, Dean
Hamer, David Greenberg, Frans de Waal, Mary McDonald Pavelka,
Kim Wallen, Donald Symons, Heino Meyer-Bahlburg, Jean D. Wilson,
Donald Tuzin, Lawrence Cohen, Thomas Gregor, Lenore Manderson,
Robert C. Bailey, Alice Schlegel, Edward H. Kaplan, Richard
Berk, Paul R. Abramson, Paul Okami, and Stephen D. Pinkerton.
Spanning the chasm of the nature versus nurture debate, Sexual
Nature/Sexual Culture is a look at human sexuality as a complex
interaction of genetic potentials and cultural influences. This
book will be of interest to a wide range of readers—from
scholars and students in psychology, anthropology, sociology,
and history to clinicians, researchers, and others seeking to
understand the many dimensions of sexuality. "If we ever expect
to solve the sexually based problems that modern societies face,
we must encourage investigations of human sexual behavior.
Moreover, those investigations should employ a broad range of
disciplines—looking at sex from all angles, which is precisely
what Sexual Nature, Sexual Culture does."—Mike May, American
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Scientist "...This timely and relevant book reminds us that we
cannot rely on simple solutions to complex problems. It
represents a transdiciplinary approach integrating knowledge
from diverse fields and provides the reader with a challenging
and rewarding experience. Especially for those who are involved
in teaching human sexuality to medical students and other health
care professionals, this book is highly recommended."—Gerald
Wiviortt, M.D., Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease "In short,
this volume contains much to stimulate, inform, and amuse, in
varying proportions. What more can one ask?"—Pierre L. van den
Berghe, Journal of the History of Sexuality "...the book
succeeds in bring together some of the sharpest thinkers in the
field of human sexuality, and goes a long way toward clarifying
the diverse perspectives that currently exist."—David M. Buss
and Todd K. Shackelford, Quarterly Review of Biology
The Evolution of a Natural Miracle
Poverty, Survival & Hope in an American City (Pulitzer Prize
Winner)
The Evolution of Allure
The Aesthetic Brain
A Novel of Silicon Valley
The Nature of True Virtue
Endless Forms Most Beautiful

An illustrated exploration of colors and patterns in the animal kingdom, what they
communicate, and how they function in the social life of animals. Are animals able
to appreciate what humans refer to as “beauty”? The term scarcely ever appears
nowadays in a scientific description of living things, but we humans may
nonetheless find the colors, patterns, and songs of animals to be beautiful in
apparently the same way that we see beauty in works of art. In Animal Beauty,
Nobel Prize–winning biologist Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard describes how the
colors and patterns displayed by animals arise, what they communicate, and how
they function in the social life of animals. Watercolor drawings illustrate these
amazing instances of animal beauty. Darwin addressed the topic of ornament in his
1871 book The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex, and did not
hesitate to engage with criteria of beauty, convinced that animals experienced color
and ornament as attractive and agreeable in the same way that we do, and that the
role this played in mate choice pointed to a “sexual selection” distinct from natural
selection. Nüsslein-Volhard examines key examples of ornament and sexual
selection in the animal kingdom and lays the groundwork for biological aesthetics.
Noting that color patterns have not been a research priority—perhaps because they
appeared to be nonessential luxuries rather than functional necessities—NüssleinVolhard looks at recent scientific developments on the topic. In part because of
Nüsslein-Volhard's own research on the zebrafish, it is now possible to decipher the
molecular genetic mechanisms that lead to production of colors in animal skin and
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its appendages and control its pattern and distribution.
Gary William Flake develops in depth the simple idea that recurrent rules can
produce rich and complicated behaviors. In this book Gary William Flake develops
in depth the simple idea that recurrent rules can produce rich and complicated
behaviors. Distinguishing "agents" (e.g., molecules, cells, animals, and species)
from their interactions (e.g., chemical reactions, immune system responses, sexual
reproduction, and evolution), Flake argues that it is the computational properties of
interactions that account for much of what we think of as "beautiful" and
"interesting." From this basic thesis, Flake explores what he considers to be today's
four most interesting computational topics: fractals, chaos, complex systems, and
adaptation. Each of the book's parts can be read independently, enabling even the
casual reader to understand and work with the basic equations and programs. Yet
the parts are bound together by the theme of the computer as a laboratory and a
metaphor for understanding the universe. The inspired reader will experiment
further with the ideas presented to create fractal landscapes, chaotic systems,
artificial life forms, genetic algorithms, and artificial neural networks.
The definitive novel of today’s Silicon Valley, After On flash-captures our cultural
and technological moment with up-to-the-instant savvy. Matters of privacy and
government intrusion, post-Tinder romance, nihilistic terrorism, artificial
consciousness, synthetic biology, and much more are tackled with authority and
brash playfulness by New York Times bestselling author Rob Reid. Meet Phluttr—a
diabolically addictive new social network and a villainess, heroine, enemy, and/or
bestie to millions. Phluttr has ingested every fact and message ever sent to, from,
and about her innumerable users. Her capabilities astound her makers—and they
don’t even know the tenth of it. But what’s the purpose of this stunning creation? Is
it a front for something even darker and more powerful than the NSA? A bid to
create a trillion-dollar market by becoming “The UberX of Sex”? Or a reckless
experiment that could spawn the digital equivalent of a middle-school mean girl with
enough charisma, dirt, and cunning to bend the entire planet to her will? Phluttr has
it in her to become the greatest gossip, flirt, or matchmaker in history. Or she could
cure cancer, bring back Seinfeld, then start a nuclear war. Whatever she does, it’s
not up to us. But a motley band of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, venture capitalists,
and engineers might be able to influence her. After On achieves the literary
singularity—fusing speculative satire and astonishing reality into a sharp-witted,
ferociously believable, IMAX-wide view of our digital age. Praise for After On “Rob
Reid’s mind is like no other known thing in the universe, and this book is a truly
spectacular way to discover it.”—Chris Anderson, head of TED “An extended
philosophy seminar run by a dozen insane Cold War heads-of-station, three
millennial COOs and that guy you went to college with who always had the best
weed but never did his laundry.”—NPR “An epic cyberthriller peppered with popculture references, metadata, and Silicon Valley in-jokes.”—Kirkus Reviews “It’s
rare to find a book that combines laugh-out-loud humor and cutting-edge science
with profound philosophical speculation. This is that book.”—Analog “[Rob Reid]
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writes in a humorous and sarcastic style while unveiling a terrifying and frightening
scenario that seems all too real.”—Associated Press
Sex is as fascinating to scientists as it is to the rest of us. A vast pool of knowledge,
therefore, has been gleaned from research into the nature of sex, from the
contentious problem of why the wasteful reproductive process exists at all, to how
individuals choose their mates and what traits they find attractive. This fascinating
book explores those findings, and their implications for the sexual behaviour of our
own species. It uses the Red Queen from ‘Alice in Wonderland’ – who has to run at
full speed to stay where she is – as a metaphor for a whole range of sexual
behaviours. The book was shortlisted for the 1994 Rhone-Poulenc Prize for
Science Books. ‘Animals and plants evolved sex to fend off parasitic infection. Now
look where it has got us. Men want BMWs, power and money in order to pair-bond
with women who are blonde, youthful and narrow-waisted ... a brilliant examination
of the scientific debates on the hows and whys of sex and evolution’ Independent.
Dr. Tatiana's Sex Advice to All Creation
The Definitive Guide to the Evolutionary Biology of Sex
Animal Beauty
A Guide to a Lifetime of Beauty
The Structure of Evolutionary Theory
Invisible Child
Birds
The Aesthetic Brain takes the reader on a wide-ranging journey
addressing fundamental questions about aesthetics and art. Using
neuroscience and evolutionary psychology, Chatterjee shows how beauty,
pleasure, and art are grounded biologically, and offers explanations for
why beauty, pleasure, and art exist at all.
From one of the world’s leading authorities on animal behavior, the
astonishing story of how the brain drives the evolution of beauty in
animals and humans In A Taste for the Beautiful, Michael Ryan, one of the
world’s leading authorities on animal behavior, tells the remarkable story
of how he and other scientists have taken up where Darwin left off,
transforming our understanding of sexual selection and shedding new
light on animal and human behavior. Drawing on cutting-edge science,
Ryan explores key questions: Why do animals perceive certain traits as
beautiful and others not? Do animals have an inherent sexual aesthetic
and, if so, where is it rooted? Ryan argues that the answers lie in the
brain—particularly of females, who act as biological puppeteers, spurring
the development of beautiful traits in males. Vividly written and filled with
fascinating stories, A Taste for the Beautiful will change how you think
about beauty and attraction in the animal world and beyond.
Made Up exposes the multibillion-dollar beauty industry that promotes
unrealistic beauty standards through a market basket of advertising tricks,
techniques, and technologies. Cosmetics magnate Charles Revson, a
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founder of Revlon, was quoted as saying, "In the factory, we make
cosmetics. In the store, we sell hope." This pioneering entrepreneur, who
built an empire on the foundation of nail polish, captured the unvarnished
truth about the beauty business in a single metaphor: hope in a jar. Made
Up: How the Beauty Industry Manipulates Consumers, Preys on Women’s
Insecurities, and Promotes Unattainable Beauty Standards is a thorough
examination of innovative, and often controversial, advertising practices
used by beauty companies to persuade consumers, mainly women, to buy
discretionary goods like cosmetics and scents. These approaches are
clearly working: the average American woman will spend around $300,000
on facial products alone during her lifetime. This revealing book traces the
evolution of the global beauty industry, discovers what makes beauty
consumers tick, explores the persistence and pervasiveness of the
feminine beauty ideal, and investigates the myth-making power of beauty
advertising. It also examines stereotypical portrayals of women in beauty
ads, looks at celebrity beauty endorsements, and dissects the “looks
industry.” Made Upuncovers the reality behind an Elysian world of fantasy
and romance created by beauty brands that won’t tell women the truth
about beauty.
A marvelous journey into the world of bird evolution How Birds Evolve
explores how evolution has shaped the distinctive characteristics and
behaviors we observe in birds today. Douglas Futuyma describes how
evolutionary science illuminates the wonders of birds, ranging over topics
such as the meaning and origin of species, the evolutionary history of bird
diversity, and the evolution of avian reproductive behaviors, plumage
ornaments, and social behaviors. In this multifaceted book, Futuyma
examines how birds evolved from nonavian dinosaurs and reveals what we
can learn from the "family tree" of birds. He looks at the ways natural
selection enables different forms of the same species to persist, and
discusses how adaptation by natural selection accounts for the diverse life
histories of birds and the rich variety of avian parenting styles, mating
displays, and cooperative behaviors. He explains why some parts of the
planet have so many more species than others, and asks what an
evolutionary perspective brings to urgent questions about bird extinction
and habitat destruction. Along the way, Futuyma provides an insider's
perspective on how biologists practice evolutionary science, from
studying the fossil record to comparing DNA sequences among and within
species. A must-read for bird enthusiasts and curious naturalists, How
Birds Evolve shows how evolutionary biology helps us better understand
birds and their natural history, and how the study of birds has informed all
aspects of evolutionary science since the time of Darwin.
Beauty Imagined
From Ashes to Beauty
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Made Up
A Modern Look at Beauty, Culture, and Fashion
The New Beauty
Art, Science, and Evolution
What Evolution Reveals about Male Health and Mortality
The Dinka have a connoisseur's appreciation of the patterns
and colours of the markings on their cattle. The Japanese
tea ceremony is regarded as a performance art. Some cultures
produce carving but no drawing; others specialize in poetry.
Yet despite the rich variety of artistic expression to be
found across many cultures, we all share a deep sense of
aesthetic pleasure. The need to create art of some form is
found in every human society. In iThe Art Instinct/i, Denis
Dutton exploresthe idea that this need has an evolutionary
basis: how the feelings that we all share when we see a
wonderful landscape or a beautiful sunset evolved as a
useful adaptation in our hunter-gather ancestors, and have
been passed on to us today, manifest in our artistic
natures. Why do people indulge in displaying their artistic
skills? How can we understand artistic genius? Why do we
value art, and what is it for? These questions have long
been asked by scholars in the humanities and in literature,
but this is the first book to consider the biological basis
of this deep human need. This sparking and intelligent book
looks at these deep and fundamental questions, and combines
the science of evolutionary psychology with aesthetics, to
shed new light on longstanding questions about the nature of
art.
Presents an introduction to evolutionary developmental
biology which studies genes and their role in biological
diversity and evolution.
The world’s most revered and eloquent interpreter of
evolutionary ideas offers here a work of explanatory force
unprecedented in our time—a landmark publication, both for
its historical sweep and for its scientific vision. With
characteristic attention to detail, Stephen Jay Gould first
describes the content and discusses the history and origins
of the three core commitments of classical Darwinism: that
natural selection works on organisms, not genes or species;
that it is almost exclusively the mechanism of adaptive
evolutionary change; and that these changes are incremental,
not drastic. Next, he examines the three critiques that
currently challenge this classic Darwinian edifice: that
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selection operates on multiple levels, from the gene to the
group; that evolution proceeds by a variety of mechanisms,
not just natural selection; and that causes operating at
broader scales, including catastrophes, have figured
prominently in the course of evolution. Then, in a stunning
tour de force that will likely stimulate discussion and
debate for decades, Gould proposes his own system for
integrating these classical commitments and contemporary
critiques into a new structure of evolutionary thought. In
2001 the Library of Congress named Stephen Jay Gould one of
America’s eighty-three Living Legends—people who embody the
“quintessentially American ideal of individual creativity,
conviction, dedication, and exuberance.” Each of these
qualities finds full expression in this peerless work, the
likes of which the scientific world has not seen—and may not
see again—for well over a century.
The daily lives of ordinary people are replete with objects,
common things used in commonplace settings. These objects
are our constant companions in life. As such, writes Soetsu
Yanagi, they should be made with care and built to last,
treated with respect and even affection. They should be
natural and simple, sturdy and safe - the aesthetic result
of wholeheartedly fulfilling utilitarian needs. They should,
in short, be things of beauty. In an age of feeble and ugly
machine-made things, these essays call for us to deepen and
transform our relationship with the objects that surround
us. Inspired by the work of the simple, humble craftsmen
Yanagi encountered during his lifelong travels through Japan
and Korea, they are an earnest defence of modest, honest,
handcrafted things - from traditional teacups to jars to
cloth and paper. Objects like these exemplify the enduring
appeal of simplicity and function: the beauty of everyday
things.
What Science Reveals about Their Origin, Lives, and
Diversity
How Humans Evolved through Fire, Language, Beauty, and Time
How Sexual Choice Shaped the Evolution of Human Nature
How the Beauty Industry Manipulates Consumers, Preys on
Women's Insecurities, and Promotes Unattainable Beauty
Standards
Survival of the Beautiful
Convergent Evolution
12 Months of Recipes Celebrating Ontario's Freshest
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Birds of the world are portrayed in all their colorful glory by Tim Flach, the world s leading
animal photographer Radiating grace, intelligence, and humor, and always in motion, birds
tantalize the human imagination. Working for years in his studio and the field, Tim Flach has
portrayed nature s most exquisite creatures alertly at rest or dramatically in flight, capturing
intricate feather patterns and subtle coloration invisible to the naked eye. From familiar
friends to marvelous rarities, Flach s birds convey the beauty and wonder of the natural
world. Here are all manner of songbirds, parrots, and birds of paradise; birds of prey, water
birds, and theatrical domestic breeds. The brilliant ornithologist Richard O. Prum is our guide
to this magical kingdom.
Why are the majority of primatologists women? Mary Leakey, Dian Fossey, and Jane Goodall
are among the women profiled as Carole Jahme explores the unusual bond between female
primatologists and their simian subjects.
A FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE NAMED A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW
YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW, SMITHSONIAN, AND WALL STREET JOURNAL A major
reimagining of how evolutionary forces work, revealing how mating preferences̶what
Darwin termed "the taste for the beautiful"̶create the extraordinary range of ornament in
the animal world. In the great halls of science, dogma holds that Darwin's theory of natural
selection explains every branch on the tree of life: which species thrive, which wither away to
extinction, and what features each evolves. But can adaptation by natural selection really
account for everything we see in nature? Yale University ornithologist Richard
Prum̶reviving Darwin's own views̶thinks not. Deep in tropical jungles around the world
are birds with a dizzying array of appearances and mating displays: Club-winged Manakins
who sing with their wings, Great Argus Pheasants who dazzle prospective mates with a fourfoot-wide cone of feathers covered in golden 3D spheres, Red-capped Manakins who
moonwalk. In thirty years of fieldwork, Prum has seen numerous display traits that seem
disconnected from, if not outright contrary to, selection for individual survival. To explain
this, he dusts off Darwin's long-neglected theory of sexual selection in which the act of
choosing a mate for purely aesthetic reasons̶for the mere pleasure of it̶is an independent
engine of evolutionary change. Mate choice can drive ornamental traits from the constraints
of adaptive evolution, allowing them to grow ever more elaborate. It also sets the stakes for
sexual conflict, in which the sexual autonomy of the female evolves in response to male
sexual control. Most crucially, this framework provides important insights into the evolution
of human sexuality, particularly the ways in which female preferences have changed male
bodies, and even maleness itself, through evolutionary time. The Evolution of Beauty presents
a unique scientific vision for how nature's splendor contributes to a more complete
understanding of evolution and of ourselves.
Packed with 101 enticing and accessible recipes, Peak Season showcases how to make the
most of seasonal Ontario produce when it s freshest! In Peak Season, Deirdre Buryk explores
this simple idea and celebrates Ontario s seasonal bounty as she guides you through each
month of the year. While cooking your way through this beautiful collection of 101 recipes,
you ll learn how to perfectly prepare fiddleheads in April, to then add to a Garlic Mushroom
Fiddlehead Frittata; or peel what looks to be an intimidating, knobby celeriac on the coldest
December evening, which will transform into a dish of Creamed Celeriac & Potatoes. Deirdre
gives you the chance to explore local ingredients without intimidation. After all, cooking with
peak produce means simple ingredients shine when effortlessly prepared. Dishes like Roasted
Delicata Squash with Sage Salsa Verde and Strawberry Shortcake Scones taste better because
they re made with the freshest fruits and vegetables. The simplest recipe cooked with peak
produce̶think roasted radishes or garlic scape pesto̶will excite your taste buds, turning
something basic into something remarkable. Peak Season upholds the importance of cooking
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with ethically raised meat, poultry, fish, and eggs with dishes like Apricot BBQ Sticky Ribs,
Baking-Sheet Coq au Vin, and Crispy Salmon on Cantaloupe Ribbons & Salty Potato Crisps.
Filled with stunning photography and charming illustrations, this book will inspire you to
cook with fresh ingredients available right outside your door and leave you feeling confident
that it will all work out deliciously.
The Evolution of a Girl
Human Nature and the Limits of Evolutionary Explanation
Sexual Nature/Sexual Culture
A Taste for the Beautiful
How We Evolved to Desire Beauty and Enjoy Art
Bobbi Brown Beauty Evolution
Science, Delusion and the Appetite for Wonder
A guide to non-traditional sexual expression, presented in the form of answers to written letters,
draws on the author's expertise in evolutionary biology and considers such topics as necrophilia,
bestiality, sex changes, virgin births, and male pregnancy. 50,000 first printing.
“A symphony, filled with the music of life.” —Elizabeth Kolbert, author of The Sixth Extinction A
lyrical exploration of the diverse sounds of our planet, the creative processes that produced these
marvels, and the perils that sonic diversity now faces We live on a planet alive with song, music,
and speech. David Haskell explores how these wonders came to be. In rain forests shimmering
with insect sound and swamps pulsing with frog calls we learn about evolution’s creative powers.
From birds in the Rocky Mountains and on the streets of Paris, we discover how animals learn
their songs and adapt to new environments. Below the waves, we hear our kinship to beings as
different as snapping shrimp, toadfish, and whales. In the startlingly divergent sonic vibes of the
animals of different continents, we experience the legacies of plate tectonics, the deep history of
animal groups and their movements around the world, and the quirks of aesthetic evolution.
Starting with the origins of animal song and traversing the whole arc of Earth history, Haskell
illuminates and celebrates the emergence of the varied sounds of our world. In mammoth ivory
flutes from Paleolithic caves, violins in modern concert halls, and electronic music in earbuds, we
learn that human music and language belong within this story of ecology and evolution. Yet we are
also destroyers, now silencing or smothering many of the sounds of the living Earth. Haskell takes
us to threatened forests, noise-filled oceans, and loud city streets, and shows that sonic crises are
not mere losses of sensory ornament. Sound is a generative force, and so the erasure of sonic
diversity makes the world less creative, just, and beautiful. The appreciation of the beauty and
brokenness of sound is therefore an important guide in today’s convulsions and crises of change
and inequity. Sounds Wild and Broken is an invitation to listen, wonder, belong, and act.
The beautifully illustrated homage to the art of beer—and the design that makes it stand out The
craft beer boom of the last decade has led to an explosion of new breweries. In such a crowded
market, how do you make your beer stand out from the crowd? For many of the best brewers, the
secret is to have an eye-catching design, something that reflects the quality of the product within
and the values of the brewer who made it. Based on the hugely popular blog, Oh Beautiful Beer
collects the most innovative new labels and logos into a sumptuous full-color book. Each brewery
is selected by graphic designer Harvey Shepard, who uses the designs to create a visual history of
craft beer. From the Gonzo cartoons of Flying Dog to the playful geometric patterns of Evil Twin
to the classic Brooklyn "B," every beer geek will want to own this love letter to the art of beer.
At once a pioneering study of evolution and an accessible and lively reading experience, The
Mating Mind marks the arrival of a prescient and provocative new science writer. Psychologist
Geoffrey Miller offers the most convincing–and radical–explanation for how and why the human
mind evolved. Consciousness, morality, creativity, language, and art: these are the traits that
make us human. Scientists have traditionally explained these qualities as merely a side effect of
surplus brain size, but Miller argues that they were sexual attractors, not side effects. He bases his
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argument on Darwin’ s theory of sexual selection, which until now has played second fiddle to
Darwin’ s theory of natural selection, and draws on ideas and research from a wide range of
fields, including psychology, economics, history, and pop culture. Witty, powerfully argued, and
continually thought-provoking, The Mating Mind is a landmark in our understanding of our own
species.
Sounds Wild and Broken
After On
Woman, Ape, and Evolution
The New Science of Evo Devo and the Making of the Animal Kingdom
The Evolution of Life
On the Evolution of Biological Aesthetics
The Red Queen

With insight into science and scientific approaches, Beauty and
Unity in Creation brings the beauty of nature in focus, putting
an Orthodox perspective on scientific exploration. While
exploring the subject of evolution from an Orthodox
perspective, this book actually locates the place of man in the
universe and defines man's relationship with the rest of the
living world.
A major reimagining of how evolutionary forces work, revealing
how mating preferences--what Darwin termed "the taste for the
beautiful"--create the extraordinary range of ornament in the
animal world. In the great halls of science, dogma holds that
Darwin's theory of natural selection explains every branch on
the tree of life: which species thrive, which wither away to
extinction, and what features each evolves. But can adaptation
by natural selection really account for everything we see in
nature? Yale University ornithologist Richard Prum--reviving
Darwin's own views--thinks not. Deep in tropical jungles around
the world are birds with a dizzying array of appearances and
mating displays: Club-winged Manakins who sing with their
wings, Great Argus Pheasants who dazzle prospective mates
with a four-foot-wide cone of feathers covered in golden 3D
spheres, Red-capped Manakins who moonwalk. In thirty years
of fieldwork, Prum has seen numerous display traits that seem
disconnected from, if not outright contrary to, selection for
individual survival. To explain this, he dusts off Darwin's longneglected theory of sexual selection in which the act of
choosing a mate for purely aesthetic reasons--for the mere
pleasure of it--is an independent engine of evolutionary change.
Mate choice can drive ornamental traits from the constraints of
adaptive evolution, allowing them to grow ever more elaborate.
It also sets the stakes for sexual conflict, in which the sexual
autonomy of the female evolves in response to male sexual
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control. Most crucially, this framework provides important
insights into the evolution of human sexuality, particularly the
ways in which female preferences have changed male bodies,
and even maleness itself, through evolutionary time. The
Evolution of Beauty presents a unique scientific vision for how
nature's splendor contributes to a more complete
understanding of evolution and of ourselves.
The beauty of the human body has found a daring beholder in
art historian George Hersey, who for the first time brings
modern Darwinian theories of sexual selection into the history
of art. Hersey shows how Western art has channeled mate
choice, exploiting the cosmetics, clothes, muscles, organs, and
ornaments that showcase the body. 146 illustrations.
Bobbi Brown, renowned beauty authority and author of two
New York Times bestsellers, follows up with her most important
book to date, Bobbi Brown Beauty Evolution. A celebration of
beauty across the generations, this positive-outlook guide for
women of all ages reflects, as Bobbi says, "What happens to us
as we make our way through life, and how we can continue
making ourselves better." In Bobbi Brown Beauty Evolution,
Bobbi shares her candid views of her own beauty odyssey, as
well as her formidable makeup expertise, to help women feel
good about themselves at every age. Readers from their
twenties to their seventies and beyond will experience a new
appreciation of themselves through Bobbi's enriching book,
and ultimately, even embrace -- yes, embrace -- the aging
process. In the engaging, down-to-earth style that's pure Bobbi,
she addresses the need-to-know issues we all face at one time
or another -- from how to deal with changes in skin to what
adjustments in makeup application are really necessary (and
appropriate) as we age and everything in between. With more
than 300 photographs specially commissioned for this book,
Bobbi Brown Beauty Evolution includes the personal, heartfelt
thoughts of real women from all walks of life -- all ages (from
20 to 101!), shapes, sizes, and ethnicities -- reflecting on what
beauty means to them. Their words serve to underscore Bobbi's
message that true beauty isn't something you're blessed with -"it comes from having confidence and feeling good about who
you are."
Beauty, Pleasure, & Human Evolution
Beauty and the Beasts
Sonic Marvels, Evolution's Creativity, and the Crisis of Sensory
Extinction
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Unweaving the Rainbow
How Darwin's Forgotten Theory of Mate Choice Shapes the
Animal World - and Us
Sex and the Evolution of Human Nature
The Computational Beauty of Nature
A major work in moral philosophy by the Puritan who was the most modern man of
his age. Edwards at his very greatest . . . he speaks with an insight into science and
psychology so much ahead of his time that our own can hardly be said to have
caught up with him. Perry Miller, 'Jonathan Edwards' Like the great speculators
Augustine, Aquinas, and Pascal, Jonathan Edwards treated religious ideas as
problems not of dogma, but of life. His exploration of self-love disguised as true
virtue is grounded in the hard facts of human behavior. More than a hellfire
preacher, more than a theologian, Edwards was a bold and independent
philosopher. Nowhere is his force of mind more evident than in this book. He speaks
as powerfully to us today as he did to the keenest minds of the eighteenth century.
While the health of aging men has been a focus of biomedical research for years,
evolutionary biology has not been part of the conversation—until now. How Men
Age is the first book to explore how natural selection has shaped male aging, how
evolutionary theory can inform our understanding of male health and well-being,
and how older men may have contributed to the evolution of some of the very traits
that make us human. In this informative and entertaining book, renowned biological
anthropologist Richard Bribiescas looks at all aspects of male aging through an
evolutionary lens. He describes how the challenges males faced in their evolutionary
past influenced how they age today, and shows how this unique evolutionary history
helps explain common aspects of male aging such as prostate disease, loss of
muscle mass, changes in testosterone levels, increases in fat, erectile dysfunction,
baldness, and shorter life spans than women. Bribiescas reveals how many of the
physical and behavioral changes that we negatively associate with male aging may
have actually facilitated the emergence of positive traits that have helped make
humans so successful as a species, including parenting, long life spans, and high
fertility. Popular science at its most compelling, How Men Age provides new
perspectives on the aging process in men and how we became human, and also
explores future challenges for human evolution—and the important role older men
might play in them.
Obtaining the manifestation of God's grace to overcome obstacles.Testimonial and
Authentic an emotional adventure of grace and mercy through the salvation of God.
As life continues to go on and we encounter different storms, remember the winds
will blow and they do come and go no matter how hard you think life is God will
continue to keep you as long as you surrender and want to be kept. Want to know
how to stay in the presence of God, you picked the right book, not only will it help
with situations you may face but it will encourage you to be the best you for God.
Maureen Denise is an up and coming Christian book Author, whose goal is to reach
readers through life experiences and testimonies. Since leaving the medical field
and entering the world of writing she has served as a Holistic Nutritionist for
healthy skin care, and is the founder of From Ashes to Beauty boutique. Maureen's
passion for women and children are bigger than the universe, she also does
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outreach to give back to different communities. Be on the look out for her next
project, 31 days of Prayer.
Feathers are an evolutionary marvel: aerodynamic, insulating, beguiling. They date
back more than 100 million years. Yet their story has never been fully told. In
Feathers, biologist Thor Hanson details a sweeping natural history, as feathers have
been used to fly, protect, attract, and adorn through time and place. Applying the
research of paleontologists, ornithologists, biologists, engineers, and even art
historians, Hanson asks: What are feathers? How did they evolve? What do they
mean to us? Engineers call feathers the most efficient insulating material ever
discovered, and they are at the root of biology's most enduring debate. They silence
the flight of owls and keep penguins dry below the ice. They have decorated queens,
jesters, and priests. And they have inked documents from the Constitution to the
novels of Jane Austen. Feathers is a captivating and beautiful exploration of this
most enchanting object.
The Evolution of Sexual Decision Making from Microbes to Humans
The Evolution of Beauty
How Men Age
Mate Choice
The Evolution of Attraction
Oh Beautiful Beer: The Evolution of Craft Beer and Design
Feathers
'The peacock's tail makes me sick!' said Charles Darwin. That's because the
theory of evolution as adaptation can't explain why nature is so beautiful. It
took the concept of sexual selection for Darwin to explain that, a process
that has more to do with aesthetic taste than adaptive fitness. Survival of
the Beautiful is a revolutionary new examination of the interplay of beauty,
art, and culture in evolution. Taking inspiration from Darwin's observation
that animals have a natural aesthetic sense, philosopher and musician
David Rothenberg probes why animals, humans included, have an innate
appreciation for beauty - and why nature is, indeed, beautiful.
An analysis of convergent evolution from molecules to ecosystems,
demonstrating the limited number of evolutionary pathways available to
life. Charles Darwin famously concluded On the Origin of Species with a
vision of "endless forms most beautiful" continually evolving. More than
150 years later many evolutionary biologists see not endless forms but the
same, or very similar, forms evolving repeatedly in many independent
species lineages. A porpoise's fishlike fins, for example, are not inherited
from fish ancestors but are independently derived convergent traits. In this
book, George McGhee describes the ubiquity of the phenomenon of
convergent evolution and connects it directly to the concept of evolutionary
constraint--the idea that the number of evolutionary pathways available to
life are not endless, but quite limited. Convergent evolution occurs on all
levels, from tiny organic molecules to entire ecosystems of species. McGhee
demonstrates its ubiquity in animals, both herbivore and carnivore; in
plants; in ecosystems; in molecules, including DNA, proteins, and enzymes;
and even in minds, describing problem-solving behavior and group behavior
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as the products of convergence. For each species example, he provides an
abbreviated list of the major nodes in its phylogenetic classification,
allowing the reader to see the evolutionary relationship of a group of
species that have independently evolved a similar trait by convergent
evolution. McGhee analyzes the role of functional and developmental
constraints in producing convergent evolution, and considers the scientific
and philosophical implications of convergent evolution for the predictability
of the evolutionary process.
From the New York Times–bestselling author of Science in the Soul. “If any
recent writing about science is poetic, it is this” (The Wall Street Journal).
Did Sir Isaac Newton “unweave the rainbow” by reducing it to its prismatic
colors, as John Keats contended? Did he, in other words, diminish beauty?
Far from it, says acclaimed scientist Richard Dawkins; Newton’s unweaving
is the key too much of modern astronomy and to the breathtaking poetry of
modern cosmology. Mysteries don’t lose their poetry because they are
solved: the solution often is more beautiful than the puzzle, uncovering
deeper mysteries. With the wit, insight, and spellbinding prose that have
made him a bestselling author, Dawkins takes up the most important and
compelling topics in modern science, from astronomy and genetics to
language and virtual reality, combining them in a landmark statement of
the human appetite for wonder. This is the book Dawkins was meant to
write: A brilliant assessment of what science is (and isn’t), a tribute to
science not because it is useful but because it is uplifting. “A love letter to
science, an attempt to counter the perception that science is cold and
devoid of aesthetic sensibility . . . Rich with metaphor, passionate
arguments, wry humor, colorful examples, and unexpected connections,
Dawkins’ prose can be mesmerizing.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Brilliance
and wit.” —The New Yorker
Tropical Nature and Other Essays
Beauty and Unity in Creation
Computer Explorations of Fractals, Chaos, Complex Systems, and
Adaptation
The Mating Mind
The Art Instinct
Transcendence
Limited Forms Most Beautiful
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